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know about is used when you have heard about the subject but never had any experience with it this contradicts with my experience to me it
seems like know about is used in every situation and the use of know of is mostly limited to not that i know of expression 1 to be
knowledgeable about familiar with or skilled at something sarah knows about all that tech stuff you should ask her to help you set the
computer up i knew a bit about plumbing so i was able to fix the problem myself 2 to be aware of someone or something martha i know about
the man you ve been seeing i want a divorce it s the word the we use the to talk about specific things usually this means the person you
are talking to will know exactly what noun or object you are referring to the might be small but knowing when to use it can be a big
problem for english learners check pronunciation know definition of know verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation
picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more 1 hello groups like i said in the above what s the difference among know
know of and know about i want to know the usage of these verb and phrase verb in the sentence and converstation an example here made me
wondered about all these things i happen to know of an employment opportunity thank you in advance in the first sentence it seems to me
that to know expresses that the speaker experienced the problem difficulty before while to know about only expresses that the speaker has
heard or read about it in the second sentence it seems to me that to know expresses a deeper knowledge than to know about grammar wordplay
word finder more know about the following 3 entries include the term know about i don t know about him her idiom used to say that one is
uncertain about someone see the full definition i don t know about that idiom used to express doubt about something see the full definition
i don t know about you him her them 2 answers sorted by 7 level of knowledge i know the c language i can write programs in it proficiently
i know the caveats and problems i know about python basics of syntax general structure given some time and references i might write some
simple programs in it but saying i know python would be too much i know of haskell 1 answer sorted by 0 in your sentence there is no
difference between know of and know about the writer is free to choose either with no change in meaning here this particular use falls
under sense 10b in the oed found at the top of its section iii for this verb covering meanings related to learning paywalled link iii quick
facts earth has just one moon a rocky cratered place roughly a quarter the size of earth and an average of 238 855 miles away the moon can
be seen with the naked eye most nights as it traces its 27 day orbit around our planet credit nasa jpl caltech the coronavirus as you ve
never seen it before by scientific american loading 3d model how the virus invades a sars cov 2 particle enters a person s nose or mouth
and floats in the airway a1 to have knowledge or information about something in your mind how old is she i don t know andrew knows a lot
about computers question word do you know where the station is that he knew that she was lying do your parents know you smoke fewer
examples you don t happen to know her phone number do you from english grammar today we commonly use the verb know with a noun phrase with
a that clause or with a wh clause e g who where why do you know the music shop just by the market square object we know that this must be a
difficult decision for you that clause do you know where to buy batteries for the watch wh clause the meaning of know is to perceive
directly have direct cognition of how to use know in a sentence to perceive directly have direct cognition of to have understanding of to
recognize the nature of discern june 18 2023 in the know is a widely used idiom that refers to being aware of important current or relevant
information it symbolizes the possession of insider knowledge or understanding about a particular situation event or topic this idiom is
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frequently used in formal and casual conversations and is universally understood worldwide know about is about having deep knowledge or
expertise on something this is the deepest knowing you can have if you know about something you know the most important details if you
really want to show expertise you can know everything about something most people don t know about the history of africa by dana goldstein
jan 3 2024 during an era of intense politicization of education there has been rare bipartisan consensus on one issue the need to overhaul
how children learn to read over updated march 12 2024 learn more about the amazing world with these interesting facts about life that are
guaranteed to tantalize your mind did you know that the smallest penguin on the planet is only 16 inches tall or that mammoths roamed the
earth when the great pyramids were being constructed rihanna has confirmed her presence given the hosts it s also a pretty safe bet that
ben affleck ms lopez s husband will be there ditto elsa pataky mr hemsworth s wife chances are verb us noʊ uk nəʊ knew known know verb have
information add to word list a1 i or t not continuous to have information in your mind where did he go i don t know what does it cost ask
kate she ll know she knows the name of every kid in the school i don t know anything about this
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meaning know about vs know of english language Mar 29 2024
know about is used when you have heard about the subject but never had any experience with it this contradicts with my experience to me it
seems like know about is used in every situation and the use of know of is mostly limited to not that i know of expression

know about idioms by the free dictionary Feb 28 2024
1 to be knowledgeable about familiar with or skilled at something sarah knows about all that tech stuff you should ask her to help you set
the computer up i knew a bit about plumbing so i was able to fix the problem myself 2 to be aware of someone or something martha i know
about the man you ve been seeing i want a divorce

when to use the in english the definitive guide fluentu Jan 27 2024
it s the word the we use the to talk about specific things usually this means the person you are talking to will know exactly what noun or
object you are referring to the might be small but knowing when to use it can be a big problem for english learners

know verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Dec 26 2023
check pronunciation know definition of know verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences
grammar usage notes synonyms and more

know know of know about wordreference forums Nov 25 2023
1 hello groups like i said in the above what s the difference among know know of and know about i want to know the usage of these verb and
phrase verb in the sentence and converstation an example here made me wondered about all these things i happen to know of an employment
opportunity thank you in advance

differences to know vs to know about english language Oct 24 2023
in the first sentence it seems to me that to know expresses that the speaker experienced the problem difficulty before while to know about
only expresses that the speaker has heard or read about it in the second sentence it seems to me that to know expresses a deeper knowledge
than to know about
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know about definition meaning merriam webster Sep 23 2023
grammar wordplay word finder more know about the following 3 entries include the term know about i don t know about him her idiom used to
say that one is uncertain about someone see the full definition i don t know about that idiom used to express doubt about something see the
full definition i don t know about you him her them

what are the differences between know know about and Aug 22 2023
2 answers sorted by 7 level of knowledge i know the c language i can write programs in it proficiently i know the caveats and problems i
know about python basics of syntax general structure given some time and references i might write some simple programs in it but saying i
know python would be too much i know of haskell

word choice know of vs know about english language Jul 21 2023
1 answer sorted by 0 in your sentence there is no difference between know of and know about the writer is free to choose either with no
change in meaning here this particular use falls under sense 10b in the oed found at the top of its section iii for this verb covering
meanings related to learning paywalled link iii

all about the moon nasa space place nasa science for kids Jun 20 2023
quick facts earth has just one moon a rocky cratered place roughly a quarter the size of earth and an average of 238 855 miles away the
moon can be seen with the naked eye most nights as it traces its 27 day orbit around our planet credit nasa jpl caltech

inside the coronavirus scientific american May 19 2023
the coronavirus as you ve never seen it before by scientific american loading 3d model how the virus invades a sars cov 2 particle enters a
person s nose or mouth and floats in the airway

know meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Apr 18 2023
a1 to have knowledge or information about something in your mind how old is she i don t know andrew knows a lot about computers question
word do you know where the station is that he knew that she was lying do your parents know you smoke fewer examples you don t happen to
know her phone number do you
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know english grammar today cambridge dictionary Mar 17 2023
from english grammar today we commonly use the verb know with a noun phrase with a that clause or with a wh clause e g who where why do you
know the music shop just by the market square object we know that this must be a difficult decision for you that clause do you know where
to buy batteries for the watch wh clause

know definition meaning merriam webster Feb 16 2023
the meaning of know is to perceive directly have direct cognition of how to use know in a sentence to perceive directly have direct
cognition of to have understanding of to recognize the nature of discern

in the know definition meaning and origin usdictionary com Jan 15 2023
june 18 2023 in the know is a widely used idiom that refers to being aware of important current or relevant information it symbolizes the
possession of insider knowledge or understanding about a particular situation event or topic this idiom is frequently used in formal and
casual conversations and is universally understood worldwide

know vs know of vs know about what is the difference Dec 14 2022
know about is about having deep knowledge or expertise on something this is the deepest knowing you can have if you know about something
you know the most important details if you really want to show expertise you can know everything about something most people don t know
about the history of africa

what to know about the science of reading the new york times Nov 13 2022
by dana goldstein jan 3 2024 during an era of intense politicization of education there has been rare bipartisan consensus on one issue the
need to overhaul how children learn to read over

100 interesting facts about the world to blow your mind Oct 12 2022
updated march 12 2024 learn more about the amazing world with these interesting facts about life that are guaranteed to tantalize your mind
did you know that the smallest penguin on the planet is only 16 inches tall or that mammoths roamed the earth when the great pyramids were
being constructed
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everything you need to know about the 2024 met gala Sep 11 2022
rihanna has confirmed her presence given the hosts it s also a pretty safe bet that ben affleck ms lopez s husband will be there ditto elsa
pataky mr hemsworth s wife chances are

know definition in the cambridge english dictionary Aug 10 2022
verb us noʊ uk nəʊ knew known know verb have information add to word list a1 i or t not continuous to have information in your mind where
did he go i don t know what does it cost ask kate she ll know she knows the name of every kid in the school i don t know anything about
this
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